Rifle Team Shoots Against Cambridge

Match Will Be the Second International Rifle Meet to Be Run Off

RESULTS WILL BE CALLED

Final arrangements have been completed for the rifle meet which will be held at Cambridge University of England, which meet will be the second international international in the United States. The meet will consist of rifle teams from collegiate rifle teams. As it is only in the second such international that the collegiate meet to be held, the other event between Yale and Oxford. The results of the match will be called as soon as possible to the opposition team.

The new law for Technology, and the same number for Cambridge, using a small bore gun and a fifty foot range. Targets are to be supplied by Ted. The requirement is that a competent or capable team shall act as judges for each side, and it is believed that one of the officers in the Military Science Department will judge for the Institute.

Turn in Five Wins

Very little information is obtainable as to the strength of the Cambridge team, while close shooting is to be expected, the record of the American team for the season has been excellent. Out of nine matches, only two have been lost, one was tied, and five won. Prof. Johnson and several others have been consistently shooting above the average, and some have shot perfect scores twice in succession.

The matches for the season covered Wherever Princeton, and lose partly to the left of practice. In the next match, the team again successfully defeated with nuclear devices, but a revised version of the 1964 model was due to be released in the next six months. New York Times predicted a peak of 300,000 airships for the model by 2020, and some have predicted perfect scores twice in succession.

The Jackies, who had a perfect score of 460 in the championship, but a week later Princeton went down to defeat by the first of Columbia, and it was decided finally to pull the team for the season.

The technology team tried to defeat by two points.

Freshmen Take All

The freshmen team will shoot for Technology, and it is the only team that has shown up so well that the team was able to gain the first place in their category.

Harvard Building

The freshmen team, which was expected to be the strongest, was defeated by the over-powering team. However, the freshmen team scored a high of 498 to 479. Harvard was shooting steadily with a good match, and in the match against Columbia there was no match for the team.

The match was split evenly between Yale and Harvard, and it was decided finally to pull the freshman team for the season.

Yale Tennis Team

In the final match of the season, Technology lost to Yale's tennis team 3-1 at Longwood Monday afternoon. It was the work of Scott and Craighead that prevented Johnson and Vaughn from making the blue victory complete.

Yale's star man, Lucien Williams, was playing at his best, and Harry Brownstone was not up to standard. But the team fought well with three games to his credit. Bill Chadwick, however, was playing well and had his opponent at match point three times the three times that the team was able to win.

Coach Rice, whose disinterested efforts were thus rewarded with the success of the team this year, may be expected to coach again next year. It will be of almost immeasurable value if the services of his assistant can be had again. At present he is working with the County tennis players to see which he expects to play on this summer.

Good Luggage Commands Service

You are often judged by your luggage. Craftsman Fabrik- Luggage has the appearance and quality that command service. Carry Craftsman Fabrik- Luggage and you will be flattered and respected. It keeps its shape, color and smart appearance permanently. The tag on Craftsman Fabrik- Luggage is your guarantee.

The moderate price, the wear-proof, cleanable character of Craftsman Fabrik- Luggage and the guarantee are an unbeatable combination. Ask for it at your dealer's and be convinced.

William R. Hand Co., Inc.

40-44-48 LeGrange Street

Rear of Hotel Taunton, Street Floor

Ladies' and gentlemen's soft, silk, silk and straw hats made over into all the latest styles; we make a specialty of buyer and vender hats; bands, bindings and sweat leathers put in while you wait; the largest soft, silk and straw hat millinery in all New England and in the heart of the shopping district, few doors from Tremont street, 10 minutes ride from North and South stations. Tel. Beach 3774.
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